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About This Game

Game

A Quick Death is a 2-Player local multiplayer Western Shootout where timing, reflex, and psychology are the name of the
game. Waiting builds accuracy, but firing takes some away. Featuring over twenty unique stages and over a dozen different

obstacles and level modifiers, A Quick Death takes a classic video game mechanic and pushes it to its most extreme conclusion.
Challenge your friends to seven rounds and fight to the quick death.

Features

Addictive, twitch-based competitive gameplay with surprising depth

Lovely, hand-drawn art

Over 20 unique stages

Over a dozen obstacles, hazards, and modifiers

Classic and Endless modes with multiple scoring systems

High Intensity mode that cranks everything up when you and your opponent are evenly matched
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Full controller support

Game Modes

Classic - Compete against an opponent in the best of 7 stages, with pre-selected stage lists of increasing difficulty.
Endless - Play endless rounds on randomly occurring stages, including some with increased difficulty and mixed modifiers.

High Intensity - Activate High Intensity by reaching a tie, making the following stages faster, more intense, and more complex,
in addition to speeding up aim time.

The Accuracy Gauge

The Accuracy Gauge separates AQD from a standard twitch reaction game. It represents bullet spread and adds an element of
calculated risk and timing.

Waiting causes your accuracy to increases over time, represented by the cone in front of your character shrinking.

Firing at your opponent reduces your accuracy and increases the bullet spread of subsequent shots.

Firing at your opponent reduces reduces their accuracy. But this is also true in reverse!

Balancing timing and risk is the key to victory!

Planned Updates

Work is already underway to add additional features to the game, in the form of completely free updates, including:

Hero Characters - Select from six unique heroes, each with two unique abilities. Abilities can be used to in combat to
gain an edge in battle. Heroes will be playable in any game mode with any scoring system.

Even more obstacles and levels - Obstacles and levels are being added all the time, and we will continue to do so post
launch.

Custom stage lists - Create and save your own custom stage lists for you and your friends to play on.
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A short, but entertaining game where getting that shot in first relies on timing, understanding probability, and just a hint of good
luck. Players wait for the cone ahead of them to get ever thinner, increasing their accuracy, and press RB or RT (on controller)
when they wanna try their luck at an accurate shot.

The first man to land a hit wins, the loser eats dust.

My mates and I turned it into a short, tournament style set of duels, where the winner moved on against better and better
gunfighters, while the losers downed a number of shots equal to the tier of the tournament they made it to.
We made the winner do just one shot with each win, just to keep it interesting.

It was a great bit of fun while it lasted, and for the price it was worth every piece of silver.
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